It was not possible for Estonia only by raising the technological level of enterprises and increasing so-called technical productivity to catch up in terms of productivity with the developed industrial countries. The structure of Estonian manufacture was out-of-date and required cardinal and fast changes toward greater value added.
introduction
Manufacturing is the use of machines, tools and labor to produce goods for use or sale. The term may refer to a range of human activity, from handicraft to high tech, but is most commonly applied to industrial production, in which raw materials are transformed into finished goods on a large scale.
A challenge is a general term referring to things that are imbued with a sense of difficulty and victory -a call to engage in contest, fight, or competition. opportunity is a good chance for advancement or progress.
The current (or by now already past) global financial and economic crisis has had a far-reaching impact on the world economy and it has brought challenges and opportunities to all countries and for all fields. Every time a major crisis hits, it brings about new breakthroughs in science and technology; promotes fundamental changes that take place in a relatively short period of time; gives birth to new industries, and forms new growth points in the economy.
This paper seeks to cover contemporary challenges and opportunities of Estonian manufacture after the global financial and economic crisis. The general situation and tendencies in the world economy influencing restructuring of manufacture in a small open economy of the European union member state are discussed. The main goal of this paper is to summarize the objectives and experiences of knowledge applied by different agents and to study alternatives and opportunities in this process. Specific focus of this paper will be on main tendencies in the world manufacturing and the peculiar situation of a very small, open and integrated manufacture.
the Structure of estonian manufacture before hlobal financial and economic crisis
Most fundamental changes in Estonian manufacturing took place in 1992-1999 when manufacturing adapted to the new political and economic conditions. After the drastic structural changes in the early 1990s (in connection with regaining independence and the transition-reversion-return-comeback from planned economy to market economy) and the Asian-Russian crisis provoked slowing down of the growth in 1998−1999, the Estonian manufacturing enjoyed for eight years a relatively stable and fast growth. It stabilized around 10% in 2001-2006. Since 2000, the structure of Estonian manufacturing has become more stable. Structural changes in this period were quite slow, insignificant and painless. Entrepreneurs grew used to it and believed that it's the way it has to be and will be. The predominant opinion in this period was that Estonia had almost accomplished its great ambitions: 1) re-establishment of independence -August 20, 1991; 2) withdrawal of Russian troops -August 31, 1994; 3) NATo membership - March 29, 2004; 4) European union membership -May 1, 2004; 5) Schengen membership -December 21, 2007. Many were of the opinion that there was only one big aim left to accomplish for Estonia -join the Economic and Monetary union of the European union (EMu). Then Estonia would be the most integrated country in Northern Europe -only Estonia would be involved in four integration programs of Western democracies (EMu; Schengen zone; Eu; NATo) in this region.
But relatively stable development and missing fundamental structural changes were dangerous for Estonian manufacturing. Employment in Estonia was unfortunately concentrated into sectors of manufacture where it was not possible to significantly increase productivity and hence also value added. Enterprises operated to a small extent in those economic sectors where productivity increase was more feasible or in less profitable part of value chains. Such conditions set limits to the further growth capacity of the Estonian manufacturing.
A research ordered by the Estonian Development Fund from Tartu university (Arengufond, 2008) calculated that if all branches of Estonian manufacturing achieved the productivity that is in the respective branch of manufacturing in the most advanced countries in European union while the distribution of Estonian labor between the branches of manufacturing remains the same as now, then productivity in Estonia would attain only 56% of the Irish, 78% of the German, 80% of the Finnish and 90% of the Danish level. Hence, it was not possible for Estonia only by raising the technological level of enterprises and increasing so-called technical productivity to catch up in terms of productivity with the developed industrial countries. The structure of Estonian manufacture was outof-date and required cardinal and fast changes toward greater value added.
Challenges and opportunities provided by global financial and economic crisis for estonian manufacture
In 2000-2002, labor productivity in Estonian manufacturing increased faster than production volume. In 2003-2007, when the increase in production stabilized, the volume of output and productivity growth almost equalized. During that period Estonian manufacturing enterprises did not contribute to productivity growth and where production demand increased also additional staff was hired. The increase in labor costs augmented enterprises' costs, which in turn led to price increase of products and reduced the competitiveness of Estonian manufacturing enterprises.
Notwithstanding all sorts of financial and economic regulations cycles are inevitable in a market economy. The year 2007 already showed the first signs of slowdown in production growth. The beginning of decline cycle appeared in manufacturing at the beginning of 2008. Already then it was clear that both Estonian economy and global economic environment had significantly changed in recent years. Labor shortage had been replaced by unemployment, prices for many product inputs had increased and credit facilities more difficult to obtain. An inner structural crisis had developed in Estonian economy and real economic growth slowed down. A global financial crisis broke out in September 2008, which soon grew into a global economic crisis.
Developments in the world were still only the context for specific developments in the Estonian manufacturing -global financial and economic crisis had very different overall effects on different countries. The world financial crisis that began in 2008 affected countries in different ways, depending on their forms of international integration (Myant and Drahokoupil, 2011; Wade, 2008; 2009; Friedman, 2009; Stiglitz, 2009 ). Global financial and economic crisis was very badly timed for Estonia. In the years of rapid economic growth, when domestic demand was relatively high companies were not forced to contribute to productivity growth. An inner structural crisis had already developed in the Estonian economy. The Estonian economy had already grown weak and vulnerable to external shocks. Sharp deterioration of global conditions meant for Estonia amplification and piling up of two big factors (inner and outer), and contraction of the economy was inevitable. Real economic growth in Estonia slowed down very sharply.
The Estonian manufacturing had reached the stage of faster, more radical and painful structural changes again. It was realized that further development in Estonia will be to a very large extent determined just by external factorsdevelopments in the world (especially in Eu) and in the economic environment. These determine in the main challenges, opportunities and economic playground for Estonia.
The Estonian economy is very small and very open. It participates in international trade, but is small enough compared to its trading partners, so its policies do not alter world prices, interest rates, or incomes. The Estonian economy is a typical price taker. In 2008, Estonia's foreign trade (export 132.4 billion kroons + imports 170.0 billion kroons = 302.4 billion kroons) to GDp (251.5 billion kroons) ratio was 1.20, one of the highest in the world (Statistics Estonia, 2011; Eurostat, 2011) . Due to the very small domestic market exports, i.e. successful sales in the world market are the main driving force of the economy and the main source of economic growth. The export share of manufacturing output remained just below half of the production until 2000. In 2000 the magical 50% threshold was exceeded.
As the Estonian economy depends on exports, it, manufacturing included, is extremely sensitive (much more sensitive than large countries with more closed economies) to all influences of the global economic environment. In 2008, compared to 2007, production decreased 4.5%. 2009 turned out an even amore difficult year for Estonian manufacturing. The decline in manufacturing grew into the biggest financial and economic crisis during the last decades. In 2009, compared to 2008, Estonian manufacturing production decreased as many as 28%. This was caused by inadequate demand on both domestic and foreign markets.
But in addition to big difficulties, the global financial and economic crisis provided for Estonian manufacture also an exceptionally good chance for change and development. The situation changed considerably and it was not possible to go on as before. The global financial and economic crisis had a purifying and disciplining effect, enabled to eliminate from the manufacturing wrong investments and inefficient enterprises, lowered the proportion of domestic market focused branches. Assets were redistributed from passive economic agents to active ones and in favor of those who had capital for growth financing. During boom years, the economy was mainly simply expanding, but during the decline, new ideas and more effective ways were searched for. Now it was possible to realize changes what was impossible to do during stable and fast growth.
During the global financial and economic crisis, several industries with long historical traditions disappeared in Estonia. Also several relatively new enterprises set up by foreign capital in the 1990s, which were primarily focused on cost advantage (low taxes, cheap labor, electricity, water etc, partly also cheap resources and materials bought from Russia) and not interested in operating in Estonia for long, terminated their activity in Estonia. Many low-technology, labor-intensive and low-capital-intensive productions that came to Estonia during that period moved on to CIS or Asia.
unlike the developed and rich industrial countries Estonia had not in the least interested in keeping its status quo, and wanted to change it quickly and essentially. The global financial and economic crisis provided for this an exceptionally good chance. All sorts of developments, international relocation of production and reallocation of economic power in the world gathered speed.
Although: 1) the global financial and economic crisis had caused an economic decline in the countries Estonia was exporting to; 2) the protectionist tendencies -also inside European union -had grown stronger; 3) suppliers demanded advance payments; 4) the Estonian kroon being pegged to euro had grown more expensive for some currencies (Sweden, Russia, ukraine etc.) of export countries; 5) loan raising was much more difficult than previously, etc, attempts were made by Estonian manufacturing enterprises to take maximum possible advantage during the global financial and economic crisis. The more that there were positive developments also for entrepreneurs: 1) raw material prices in the world market had fallen; 2) real estate was cheaper; 3) wage pressure had abated; 4) the failing enterprises disappeared from the market leaving gaps and many enterprises were looking for new cooperation partners, 5) supply chains were changing; 6) international corporations were selling local subsidiaries etc.
The state of Estonia (in the first place Enterprise Estonia, Development Fund, Tallinn Entrepreneurship Agency, various techno parks, ministerial units of innovation etc.) had tried, within the limits of competence and financial resources, to create an innovative economic environment and provide general recommendations for economic development. The recommendations of the state arose from a matter of fact that: 1) the wealth distribution scheme in the contemporary globalized world is contradictory; 2) success of advanced industrial economies is based on specialization in useful, high-value-added activities; 3) incomes of the participators in the world economy are most influenced by whether and how they can find a niche in a high-value-added branch and value chain. unfortunately, the state of Estonia was not able (competent) to say what exactly should be done and can be done. Entrepreneurs themselves had to devise a successful business plan.
Enterprises had the following strategy options in that period: 1) lower costsrevise all processes and their management (organizational innovation); 2) change their production or services -differ from others (product or service innovation); 3) increase revenue -sales outside Estonia, continuing internationalization, cooperation with partners; 4) replace labor with capital -investment, reduce labor-intensive production; 5) change the position in value chain -move toward end consumers or toward product development.
usually Estonian manufacturing enterprises in this period acted in the following way:
• Estonian manufacturing enterprises tried to shift from branches and activities where it was difficult significantly to increase productivity and value added, to more profitable and promising ones.
• Estonian manufacturing enterprises started to increasingly more operate in international networks and value chains. They located procurement, production, distribution, marketing, sales and services in different countries across the world. They performed every operation where the price-quality ratio was the best. Transnational relocation of production -mainly through foreign direct investment and subcontracting -was growing at an increasingly faster rate. Estonian manufacturing enterprises tried to find their opportunities in the "declining" market, profitable niche.
• Estonian manufacturing enterprises made attempts, by developing production, technology and sales, to climb up in the value chain, increase value added and profitability. producers or service providers used mainly three possibilities to raise the value: 1) turn into a product developer; 2) turn into a brand holder; 3) move up in the value chain to higher value added products/services.
•
For increasing productivity the target was set to high-technology production, which, as a rule, guarantees higher productivity and greater value added. But owners and executive managers of Estonian manufacturing enterprises understood that high-technology branches shouldn't be identified with high-technology production. All branches today contain segments of high-technology production and products, effective marketing channels, well-known brands etc. In the global mar-ket a brand owner in low-technology branch earns as a rule more than most of the subcontractors in high technology branches. Value added in electronics industry as a whole is definitely higher than in textile industry. But on the other hand, there are many low-productivity enterprises and entire branches in electronics industry (primitive subcontracting, assembly operations etc.). And, for example, in textile industry there are old, famous enterprises producing billiard and game table fabrics which own a well-known brand and earn enviably high profits, factories producing various specific products (cloths for firemen and racers, bulletproof fabric etc.).
Leading manufacturing enterprises in Estonia tried to implement a strategy of big Western corporations. They dedicated themselves only to product development, logistics and marketing. They tried to administer trademarks, product portfolios and value chains. production was organized in some "cheap" country. Such enterprises tried to work as "producer without a factory".
If it was not (yet) possible to be successful with end products, attempts were made to be competitive at least in the subcontracting market. Estonian manufacturing enterprises tried to shift from single procurement contracts to long-term contracts, become standing suppliers, participate in R&D activity, achieve high technological competence, being aware of the whole production cycle. Enterprises tried to orient to such hightechnology subcontracting that the customers were not capable of doing themselves. For that they needed to own something that customers didn't -know-how, specialists, equipment or something else. These were the subcontractors customers concluded long-term contracts with and assisted in introducing standards, management systems etc. For such subcontractors customers paid well and such business partners were respected. There was much less sense to orient to such subcontracts which could be done cheaper than by the customer (a better price to quality ratio), for production for which the contracting entity had no sufficient production capacities or what was ordered outside to diversify risks (so as not to create production capacities which, when the conjuncture grows worse, will remain under-utilized).
• Estonian manufacturing enterprises tried continuously to use their proximity to the West-European market, their ability to produce small quantities, as well as operative and flexible production. In China and India one can get a subcontract at a better price-quality ratio than Estonia. Fortunately for Estonia, these countries are far away from large Western firms. Those who order subcontracts prefer to avoid large time differences, long air travel; they have problems with an inadequate infrastructure, different culture and food they are not accustomed to. There-fore they have so far preferred Estonia. Employees of the large firms in Nordic countries and Western Europe, which are up to three hours of travel from Tallinn, prefer Estonia regardless of the worse price-quality ratio. However, time is not working in favor of Estonia. The price-quality ratio is growing more and more significant.
Estonian manufacturing had a splendid opportunity to exit from the global financial and economic crisis as a winner, and take up a more dignified position in international division of labor than before the crisis. This, however, demanded many fundamental changes.
In 2007, Estonia was given the 163 rd place in terms of labor market flexibility in the international rating of 181 countries (Eurostat, 2011; ILo, 2011) . The new Employment Contracts Act (Employment Contracts Act, 2008), which entered into force on July 1, 2009, improved the situation in the Estonian labor market. Now the labor market is more flexible and labor force can easily and rapidly move from low-productivity branches to more productive ones.
The educational system changed more flexible too. A problem for Estonia during the boom years was that the labor market gulped down people with three years of general higher education who needn't be and were not specialists. Large drop-out numbers from school threatened long-term competitiveness of Estonia. Economic decline and the related unemployment provided many with a forced opportunity to continue education and graduate. At the same time, career counseling of high-school graduates improved significantly, as well as retraining and continuing education (Estonian Ministry of Education and Research, 2011). one can hardly plan what kind of new professional skills exactly people should be taught. But the training process itself is very important. people come together, share ideas and are more alert to notice new work opportunities.
The structure of Estonian manufacturing improved slightly between 2008 and 2010. The rate of employment with labor-intensive and small value-added textile and clothing industry dropped from 19.6 to 13.8 thousand (from 14.5% to 12.7%), whereas in the higher value-added metal, machinery and apparatus industry only from 37.2 to 31.4 thousand (from 27.5% to 28.9%). (Statistics Estonia, 2011) .
The structure of Estonian exports also improved a little -the processing degree and value added of goods increased. Exports were differentiated (risk diversified) and largely oriented to quite stable European union member states (Statistics Estonia, 2011), especially Finland (17% of Estonia's total exports in 2010) and Sweden (16%). In imports of metal, machinery and apparatus industry production of these countries the share of Estonia increased in 2010 (Eurostat, 2011) .
Challenges and opportunities of estonian manufacture after the global financial and economic crisis
The year 2010 can be regarded as a successful year for Estonia. The economy started to recover from the crisis, the confidence of entrepreneurs and consumers improved, especially significant was the growth of export volumes (Estonian Institute of Economic Research, 2010) . While in the middle of 2009, Estonia was the country with the largest decrease in manufacturing production among the Eu Member States, then in the 2 nd quarter of 2010 Estonia became the country with the most rapid growth of production (Statistics Estonia, 2011) .
However, the influence of global financial and economic crisis is not over yet and there is still a risk of some setbacks during further improvement of world economy: 1) support packages of many countries have restored their domestic demand, increasing demand also for Estonian exports, including subcontracting. When the main destination countries for Estonian exports (Finland, Sweden, Germany) terminate their economic revival programs, demand in these countries -particularly for subcontracting of Estonian manufacture -may decrease again and so will Estonian exports; 2) there is a risk (temptation) that under fallen labor costs (wages) Estonian manufacturing enterprises do not accomplish any fundamental changes -cheap workforce enables to produce and sell again laborintensive, but low value-added products and services. This however will lead to repeat crisis. Moving out of the crisis is the immediate challenge, but the biggest challenge is to escape the reflex to try to return the pre-crisis situation.
There may also rise new problems and old problems may grow sharper. After the crisis, the structure of Estonian manufacturing will be, without any doubt, better and more effective than before: 1) technological level higher; 2) organization of work more perfect, 3) value added and productivity higher; 4) position in value chain better; 5) maybe also the value chain itself new and better. But a problem is that there are fewer jobs in the new structure of manufacturing than before the crisis (in 2008 135.0 thousand; in 2010 108.4 thousand) (Statistics Estonia, 2011). unemployment remains extremely high, and continues to be problematic.
Another problem may be also that investment-intensive new high-technology, high value-added jobs are created mainly in Estonian capital city -Tallinn. And only top specialists and skilled workers in the capital city will benefit from these, not "ordinary people" in other regions. Not all people are qualified and do not fit into high-technology production. Such structural changes may even increase economic, social, regional etc. stratification. Estonia needs also lowtechnology production for employing uneducated and not so highly skilled people. Structural unemployment in Estonia has increased. Such development is pushing further still the economic, social and regional stratification.
Manufacturing has been, and continues to be, critical to the success of the Estonian economy. Manufacturing is covering an important share of GDp. Due to political and economic changes since Estonia became independent a number of structural changes have taken place in development of manufacturing. Compared to the beginning of 1990s, the share of manufacturing in GDp has decreased from 20% to about 16%. As a result of the global financial and economic crisis, the share of manufacturing accounted only for 14% of GDp in 2009. In spite of the very big decrease in production during the crisis, also a very rapid growth of manufacturing took place starting at the beginning of 2010. Already in the 2 nd quarter of 2010, the share of manufacturing in GDp had increased to 16% again (Statistics Estonia, 2011) .
Estonian economy can be successful only by being strongly export orientated. Estonia needs to "export itself out of the crisis". Therefore Estonia needs new exporting enterprises or to expand the existing ones. Yet many Estonian people work abroad. A worker with a medium qualification can earn in Estonia's neighboring country Finland more than EuR 1400 monthly. only few enterprises in Estonia can pay such wages. Average wage in the electronics industry, which was on top of Estonia's export growth, was only EuR 800 in 2010. It is impossible to pay more otherwise it would be more reasonable for enterprises to move away from Estonia, to Bulgaria or farther.
Estonian manufacturing needs much more activity and better coordination so as more value added producing manufacturing industries would come to Estonia or develop here for the world market. But this is not easy. Estonian manufacturing will need to adapt and transform to new realities in which continuing globalization, international competition and innovation will play a pervasive role.
Estonian manufacturing enterprises have taken the orientation to main growth domains (sustainable energy and environmental products which enable to prevent or mitigate environmental changes and energy crisis, and/or are environment friendly: health and welfare products which increase human life expectancy and quality). Attempts were made to focus on growing markets (China, India, Brazil, etc.) .
Estonian workforce has been much cheaper than in developed industrial countries and so-called technical productivity not very much lower. A problem is rather the position of Estonian manufacturing enterprises in value chains and selling skills in general.
Increased supply of workforce dismissed from the real estate sector (construction) during the crisis was an opportunity for the forced development of manufacturing sector and increase in exports. unfortunately such tendencymoving towards a post-industrial society -may be only temporary.
It is not possible to catch up with the advanced industrial economies only by updating production technology and making production increasingly more cost effective. Also changes in the manufacturing industry structure are necessary. This means development of new growth areas and in the traditional branches moving toward activities that give higher value added.
When Estonia grows more attractive for foreign investors, and if the present trends continue, Estonia may become rather attractive to investments orientated to short-term motivation related cost-saving, which might exert Estonia a useful effect during a few years but won't be sustainable in long-term perspective.
The previous economic policy (openness, macro-economic equilibrium), creating a favorable environment, which has brought success, is clearly necessary still. But this is not enough in the new situation. We need a focused, pro-active economic policy which has a bigger role in identifying strategic branches for the state, leading and systematically developing them. This means amplification of existing strengths, testing in new growth areas and resource mobilization and trans-sectoral cooperation for that. Economic policies must grow much more forceful, focused and related to other policies (education, sciences, foreign economic policy).
unfortunately the competitiveness of subcontracting manufacturing enterprises of Estonia is negatively affected by that the airport of Tallinn lags significantly behind the airport of Riga by number of airlines and destinations. price-quality ratio of subcontracting in Baltic countries is more or less the same and West-European enterprises which order subcontracts from the Baltic region have therefore started to prefer Riga where they can fly from many cities without changing planes.
While previously cost and profit were the main determinants in the traditional location theory, then nowadays soft factors such as "quality of life" (housing and environment), "image" of place or "private" reasons are very important determinants. Modern living and work environment are very important for potential high-technology investors and skilled labor. Highly skilled workers/specialists, as a rule, have a well-kept and demanding family for the living conditions. They are willing to live and work only in a region where there is a good infrastructure. or move to such place from a place that does not satisfy them. A high-quality living environment is an increasingly important location decision factor for companies which need to attract young and talented educated workers. The availability and range of high-quality affordable housing is increasingly important.
Conclusions
It was not possible for Estonia only by raising the technological level of enterprises and increasing so-called technical productivity to catch up in terms of productivity with the developed industrial countries. The structure of Estonian manufacture was out-of-date and required cardinal and fast changes toward greater value added.
Every time a major crisis hits, it brings about new breakthroughs in science and technology; promotes fundamental changes that take place in a relatively short period of time; gives birth to new industries, and forms new growth points in the economy. Global financial and economic crisis has had a far-reaching impact on the world economy and it has brought challenges and opportunities to all countries and for all fields.
In addition to big difficulties, the global financial and economic crisis provided for Estonian manufacture also an exceptionally good chance for change and development. The global financial and economic crisis had a purifying and disciplining effect, enabled to eliminate from the manufacture wrong investments and inefficient enterprises, lowered the proportion of domestic market focused branches. Assets were redistributed from passive economic agents to active ones and in favor of those who had capital for growth financing.
After the crisis, the structure of Estonian manufacturing is better and more effective than before: 1) technological level higher; 2) organization of work more perfect, 3) value added and productivity higher; 4) position in value chain better; 5) maybe also the value chain itself new and better.
The year 2010 can be regarded as a successful year for Estonia. The economy started to recover from the crisis, the confidence of entrepreneurs and consumers improved; especially significant was the growth of export volumes. But the influence of global financial and economic crisis is not over yet and there is still a risk of some setbacks during further improvement of world economy. There may also arise new problems and old problems may grow sharper.
There are fewer jobs in the new structure of manufacturing than before the crisis. Investment-intensive new high-technology, high value-added jobs are created mainly in Estonian capital city -Tallinn. And only top specialists and skilled workers in the capital city will benefit from these, not "ordinary people" in other regions. Not all people are qualified and do not fit into high-technology production. Such structural changes may even increase economic, social, regional etc. stratification. Estonia needs also low-technology production for employing uneducated and not so highly skilled people. Structural unemployment in Estonia has increased. Such development is pushing further still the economic, social and regional stratification.
unfortunately the competitiveness of subcontracting manufacturing enterprises of Estonia is negatively affected by that the airport of Tallinn lags significantly behind the airport of Riga by number of airlines and destinations. The price-quality ratio of subcontracting in Baltic countries is more or less the same and West-European enterprises which order subcontracts from the Baltic region have therefore started to prefer Riga where they can fly from many cities without changing planes.
Whether Estonian manufacturing is able to achieve stability in the coming years depends on economic and political decisions and surrounding economic climate. The current situation gives hope that export based on cheap production will be replaced with more qualitative final production providing higher value added. Estonian manufacturing will need to adapt and transform to new realities in which continuing globalization, international competition and innovation will play a pervasive role.
